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hypertext database. User interface issues are then discussed.  Experience with the string search
interface indicates that it was used sucessfully by novice users.
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Introduction
Early exploratory hypertext systems are giving way to numerous commercial systems (1),
(2), (3), and the number of applications is growing rapidly.  H pertext and Hypermedia
systems permit users to easily traverse, usually by simply touching or pointing and clicking, a
large network of nodes containing text, graphics, and video images.  Links guide the reader to
appropriate nodes.
Simply following links can be effective for many tasks (4) as can exploring by way of
indexes of node titles (5).  However, these two mechanisms can be complemented by string
search of the full text to identify nodes containing particular keywords, personal names,
geographic information, chemicals, etc.  String search has long been used in information
retrieval over scientific abstracts, legal briefs, or medical drug descriptions, but hypertext
traversal presents new requirements.
String search in hypertext has several challenges for designers.  First, in traditional search
situations, the users are seeking to identify a small subset of records that satisfy a search
request.  The goal is to collect a set of references that will be retrieved for further study.  In
hypertext situations, the readers are intensely involved in traversing the information and are
reading and learning at every step.  This distinction means that search results must come
quickly and require low cognitive load or the reader's chain of thought will be disrupted.
Therefore in hypertext situations, the search must be convenient and rapid, to enable readers to
maintain concentration on the content material.
Second, with hypertext, the reader is traversing a large network and when a jump to a node
derived from a string search is made, the reader can continue to follow further links.  Since
jumps can be disorienting, it is important that the readers have a clear sense of where they are
jumping to and that they can easily return to where they have jumped from.
Third, in many hypertext situations there are some novel opportunities for search strategies.
For example, since there is an existing path history and a current location, search results may
be constrained to deal with nodes that have not yet been visited or are within a certain distance
of the current location.
In this paper we focus on the design of a string search facility usable on a small personal
computer.  Such computers demand that the search method introduce only a small space
overhead for indexes or program code.   Despite the fact that more and more computers offer
some graphic capabilities we tried here to design a user interface accommodating the still very
large number of text only systems.  A well designed text only string search interface is
applicable to all PC's as well as standard terminals for dial-up and mainframe access.  Most of
the databases currently accessible are entirely textual anyway.
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This scenario conveys the utility of string search in a hypertext environment :
Imagine that you are reading a tourist guide database about major world cities in order to help
you plan next summer's trip.  You start by choosing something familiar such as the overview
article about Europe and jump to read the article about Venice, the site of your most recent trip.
The article reminds you of the beautiful piazzas and buildings and the fun and romance of the
Venetian gondolas and canals.  The writer compares them to the canals of Amsterdam, so you
follow your interest and jump to the article on Amsterdam.  Amsterdam sounds fine, but you
want to travel to a more exotic destination than Europe.  You choose string search and type






The asterisks next to Amsterdam and Venice indicate that you have read articles on those cities
already.  The Suez and Panama Canals are not what you are looking for, so you choose the
article on Bangkok.  You find that Bangkok is known as the Vnice of the East and become
fascinated by the description of the city and its Buddhist temples.  Links in the article lead you
to tourist agencies and airlines that deal with Thailand.  You can begin to plan next summer's
trip. 
Our research has focused on adding a string search  mechanism to our seven-year old
hypertext system called Hyperties (4).  It runs on IBM PCs and PS/2s as well as SUN 3 and
SUN 4 workstations (6) but we will only discuss the initial PC implementation here. This
paper describes Hyperties, our addition of string search to the user interface, the signature file
strategy we used and performance results on a real database.  We close with suggestions for
further research.  
1- Description of Hyperties
Hyperties ( Hypertext  Interactive Encyclopedia System) allows users to easily traverse a
database of articles by merely pointing at highlighted words or images in context (see Figure
1).  An article can be one or several screens long and include pictures.  Hyperties is composed
of two parts:  the browser and the authoring tool.  
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CHIM, the photograph                                             Page 1 of 1
David Seymour (1911-1956) , known to his friends as "Chim", applieds
skilled hand, warm heart, and perceptive eye to photographing poignant
and dramatic events of the 20th century.  Chim's photographs have
appeared in many magazine articles , books , and exhibits , and a number
of memorials have been dedicated to his memory.  His photographs of 
famous personalities of the 20th century are widely known.
This exhibit "David Seymour 'Chim' The Early Years 1933-1939 
will remain on view at the International Center of Photography 
through January 1987.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
BOOKS WITH DAVID SEYMOUR'S PHOTOS - a description of books containing  
photographs taken by David Seymour
FULL ARTICLE ON BOOKS WITH DAVID SEYMOUR'S PHOTOS 
NEXT PAGE               RETURN TO CAPA, ROBERT              EXTRA
Figure 1:  This screen representation shows the first page of an article.  The bold items are
selectable.  The cursor is now resting on the word books and the brief definition for the
referenced article appears on the lower part of the screen. 
Browser:   
The browser allows individuals to traverse the database of articles created by the authoring
tool.  Some phrases within the text or regions in a picture are embedded menu items that may
be selected through a variety of devices: touchscreen, mouse or jump cursors using the arrow
keys of the keyboard.  When an item is selected, a brief definition is displayed at the bottom of
the screen.  Users may continue reading the current article or  choose to ask for details about
the selected topic.  A path is maintained of all the articles that the reader has traversed.  At any
point in the session, the reader may return to the article last visited, and continue up to the
introductory article.  The reader may also branch directly to intermediate nodes in the path by
using the history facility (see below).
The "EXTRA" screen contains facilities to help users browse the database.  There are
currently four facilities provided: table of contents, index, history, and search.  They are
displayed as a stack of folders (see Figure 2).  By selecting a tab menu item, the desired facility
can be entered.  The TABLE OF CONTENTS menu item allows a jump to a special article that
has been previously specified by the author of the database and which acts like the table of
contents of a book.  The index facility provides an alphabetic listing of titles of all the articles in
the database.  From this list, the user may select articles for viewing.  The history facility
provides a jump facility to any node in the path of traversed articles. The search facility allows
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a string search of the database and is the main focus of this paper. A tab item will not appear in
the "EXTRA" screen if that facility is not available for the current database.  For example, if the
signature files do not exist, then the search tab will be blank.  The history tab may be initially
blank, but will appear as soon as an article path exists.
 _A_B_C_D_E_G_I_M_N_O_P_R_S_T_V_W_Y
TABLE OF CONTENTS INDEX HISTORY SEARCH
ALPHABETIC INDEX (62 articles)
BACK PAGE   NEXT PAGE   RETURN TO "SMITHSONIAN MUSEUM"   QUIT
The introductory article is: INTRODUCTION
TURN TO:

















Figure 2: The "EXTRA" screen, now showing the index.
The stars mark the articles already seen. 
Authoring Tool:
The authoring tool allows individuals to create and edit a database of articles.  Links may be
created between articles to build a network of references.  The authoring system provides an
editor in which the articles may be written, and maintains cross-reference tables and synonym
lists.  Embedded formatting commands are supported (such as skip lines, new paragraphs, and
indents).   Other features such as importation and exportation of articles are also available.
Text, pictures and videodisc images may all be incorporated into articles.
2- Description of the Signature Files
This section describes the string search mechanism, which is based on the signature files
approach.  We were looking for a method with the following characteristics: 
1- Small space overhead.  Since many of the databases were designed to fit on a 360 Kb
floppy diskette, space was at a premium. 
2- Satisfactory search speed, for databases of the above size. 
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The text retrieval methods that have appeared in the literature form the following large classes:
full text scanning, inversion, signature files and clustering.  The first three classes are suitable
for boolean queries;  clustering (7) provides ways of grouping
similar documents together.  Clustering is suitable for the so-called "keyword searches", i.e.,
"find the documents that are about 'data', 'retrieval' and 'information', or as close to that as
possible."  Since we are interested in boolean queries, we concentrate on the first three classes.
Full text scanning 
Given a search pattern, the whole database is scanned until the qualifying documents are
discovered and returned to the user.  The method requires no space overhead and minimal
effort on insertions and updates, but is slow on large databases unless specialized search
hardware is used (8). 
Inversion 
This method uses an index.  An entry of the index consists of a word (or stem or root)
along with a list of pointers to the qualifying documents.  It is probably the most popular
approach in commercial systems (STAIRS (9);  MEDLARS, ORBIT, LEXIS (7), etc.).  The
main advantage is its retrieval speed.  The main disadvantages are that it may require large
storage overhead for the index (50%-300% of the initial file size, according to Haskin (10))
and that insertions of new documents require expensive updates of the index.  For example, if
the index is organized as a B-tree, some nodes of the B-tree will eventually have to be split and
rewritten when a new word is inserted. 
Signature file 
The documents are stored sequentially in the "text file".  Their signatures (hash-code bit
patterns) are stored (usually) sequentially in the "signature file".  When a query arrives, the
signature file is scanned and many non-qualifying documents are discarded.  The text files are
checked, so that the false drops are discarded.  False drops (or false positives or false alarms)
are documents which are initially flagged as qualifying but which do not really match the query.
Note that the signature methods never introduce false negatives (or false dismissals), i.e.
articles which do contain the search string, but fail the signature test.  The secondary search
performs full text scanning on the retrieved documents, to discard the false drops. The method
is faster than full text scanning but usually slower than inversion on large databases.  It
requires much smaller space overhead than inversion (approximately 10-20% of the text file
(11)) and can handle insertions easily. 
Signature files typically use superimposed coding to create the signature of a document.  A
brief description of the method follows; more details are in (12). For performance reasons that
will be explained later, each document (in the case of Hyperties each article) is divided into
"logical blocks", that is, pieces of text that contain a constant number D of distinct, non-
common words.  Each such word yields a "word signature", which is a bit pattern of size F,
with m bits set to "1" while the rest are "0" (see Figure 3.1).  F and m are design parameters.
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The word signatures are ORed together to form the block signature.  Block signatures are
concatenated, to form the document signature.  The m  bit positions to be set to "1" by each
word are determined by hash functions.  Using successive, overlapping triplets as hashing
elements, queries on parts of words can be handled easily (13).
Word Signature 
free 001 000 110 010 
text 000 010 101 001 
Block 
signature 001 010 111 011 
Figure 3.1:  Illustration of the superimposed coding method ( For a logical block 
of D=2 words only.  The signature size F is 12 bits, and  m=4 bits per word.) 
Searching for a word is handled by creating the signature of the word and by examining
each block signature for "1"'s in those positions that the signature of the search words has a
"1".  More complicated Boolean queries can be handled in a similar way.  In fact, conjunctive
(AND) queries introduce fewer false drops than single word queries. 
Figure 3.2 illustrates the file structure used.  In addition to the text file (in this case the
article file) and the signature file, we need the "pointer file", with pointers to the beginning of
the documents.  
Signature of block i
Signature of block 1
Signature of block 2
Signature of block 3








Ptr to article 1
Ptr to article 1
......




Figure 3.2 The signature files are searched, then the pointers are followed to retrieve the
text files, and false drops are eliminated by direct string search.
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The signature file is an F by N binary matrix (N is the number of blocks).  Previous
analysis showed that, for a given value of F, the optimal value of m is such that this matrix
contains "1"'s with probability 50% (14).  This is the reason that documents have to be divided
into logical blocks: without logical blocks, a long document would have a signature full of
"1"'s, and it would always create a false drop. 
Practical aspects of the PC version: 
The signature files are built by an independent utility routine that stands apart from the
Hyperties browser.  The INSERT program is started and provided a path to a database.
INSERT steps through each article to create signatures for each article.  All the signature
information is placed in the two files sig.s and sig.p.  Sig.s contains the signatures for the
logical blocks and sig.p contains the pointers to those logical blocks.  Search performance will
improve by combining these files into one; this will be one of the first changes in future
versions.  The authoring tool's formatting commands are removed from the input of INSERT
as well as all nonalphanumeric characters.  The user may also specify a list of common words
for a stop list in the file COMMON.TIE.  These words are ignored by the INSERT program
and so cannot be searched for later. 
Performance results
Performance tests were conducted in the Hypertext Hands-On! database (2), containing 248
articles, with a total size of the text file of about 200K bytes after compression  (about 400K
before compression).  The pointer file occupied 7,440 bytes and the signature file was 48K bytes
long. The tests were run on an IBM-PS/2 Model 60 running DOS 3.3.  Table 1 gives several
search examples and the associated response times.
Single word unsuccessful searches of long words (e.g. appendicitis, faloutsos, signature)
enjoyed the same response time of approximately 3 seconds: apparently, this is the time to scan
the signature file - no false drops that needed any extra searching appeared.  The search for non-
existent short words (e.g. qwx) created many false drops, exactly because we set only one bit for
each triplet in the query word - i.e. the smaller the word, the fewer bits we look for, the more
false drops that will have to be retrieved and discarded, and therefore the longer it will take. 
Search words of medium frequency (i.e., 5-12 hits like the string "retrieval") require more than
3 seconds, because the qualifying documents have to be scanned.  The additional response time
depends on the response set size as well as on the  the query word length (the shorter the word,
the more false drops, as we explained before). 
High frequency query words require much longer response times; however, we expect that
these queries will not be issued frequently, at least by experienced users.  Two-word queries
require 10 seconds or more, depending on the boolean connective, the size of the response set,
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etc. For programming simplicity, the initial version required two scans of the signature files, but
in future versions we expect that a one-pass scanning algorithm will cut the search time to
approximately the time for a single word search. 
RESPONSE
SEARCHED WORD(s) TIME HITS
(in sec's)
LOW FREQ. 
appendicitis 3 0 
faloutsos 3 0 
signature 3 1 
qwx 32 0 
qwxz 28 0 
qwxzvt 7 0 
qwxzfklj 4 0 
abcde 12 0 
abcdef 7 0 
abcdefg 5 0 
MED. FREQ. 











alan turing 12 0 
human factor 11 7 
human&factor 13 7 
human|factor 22 25 
Table 1: Response Time Table
Discussion
Signature files are well suited for a small PC environment because they are fast for the
corresponding databases and they are space-efficient. To take an extreme case, the string search
can run even on an IBM PC with a low density 360K drive; excluding 93K for the Hyperties
code, this leaves 267K on the floppy for the database and its index.   Signature files for a text
database this size are approximately 40K.  Since the block size is 1K, and the signature file is
(more or less) stored sequentially, access requires only 1 random disk access and 39 sequential
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ones to scan the whole signature file.  Later a few random disk accesses are needed to read the
pointer file and the actual articles.
For larger databases, the Sequential Signature Files we have described will be slow.  We
have studied and implemented the Bit-Sliced Signature Files (15) and the Frame-Sliced
Signature Files (16), which achieve an order of magnitude speed up, at the expense of some
programming complexity.  Additional signature file methods include the two-level signature
files (17, 18), the partitioned signature files (19), and the S-tree (20).  These methods and
other possibilities  have not yet been incorporated in Hyperties.
3- User Interface Design
Hyperties has been designed to be used by novice users.  W had to find a good
compromise providing the power of the string search while keeping the simplicity of query
formulation and the ease of traversal.  Additionally, the small-PC environment contraints as
well as the desire to design a system usable from any terminal and over a telephone line led us
to the choice of a text only interface. 
Description of the interface:
As mentioned in section 1, the string search appears as one facility in the "EXTRA" screen
(Figure 2).  The search tab item may be selected to enter the search facility.  From here, the
user may enter a search string and begin a search, return to the previous article, or quit
Hyperties.  The user may also choose another tab item to enter the table of contents, index, or
history facility.
Possible formats of the string to be searched:
The user wishing to initiate a search must first enter a search string (Figure. 4).  There are
four search string formats which may be entered:
(1)  word
(2)  word1 word2 (single blank separation)
(3)  word1&word2
(4)  word1|word2
Words are contiguous alphanumeric characters.  Nonalphanumeric strings may not be searched
for.  Format (1) indicates that the user wishes to search for the single word word.  Format (2)
will search for articles containing word1 immediately followed by word2.  Formats (3) and (4)
search for articles which contain both and either word, respectively.  L ading substring
matches are made with each word in the search string.  So, the string "human factor" would
match "human factors", "Humans factor", and "humanistic factories".Also note that no
distinction is made between upper and lower case characters.  While the underlying software
supports complex boolean expressions the two word boolean limitation is imposed because
larger combinations would complicate the interface;  this limitation greatly simplifies training,
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while it still seems to satisfy most user's needs.
When the SEARCH STRING command is selected, entry of the string is expected.  The
last search string entered is presented for editing.  The backspace key deletes the last character
of the string and function key 9 will erase the entire string.  The escape key aborts the entry and
retains the last string entered.  To prevent string format errors, entry is very restricted.  A
blank, '&', or '|' is not allowed to be typed as the beginning of a search string.  Also, once a
blank, '&', or '|' has been typed, only alphanumerics are allowed. Only two word
combinations are accepted. Thus, formatting errors are eliminated.
When the search string has been entered, the string is passed to the search algorithm to
begin the search.  After the qualifying signatures have been identified,  full-text scanning of the
corresponding documents is performed, to eliminate thefals  drops (see section 2.)
TABLE OF CONTENTS INDEX HISTORY SEARCH
                        RETURN TO "SMITHSONIAN MUSEUM"   QUIT
SEARCH STRING:  Backgro_
Figure 4 : The "Extra" screen, now showing the search folder. Th  user is entering
the string to be searched.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS INDEX HISTORY SEARCH
                        RETURN TO "SMITHSONIAN MUSEUM"   QUIT










Found 7 articles (out of 62) containing search string:
Page 1 of 1
Figure 5 : The "Extra" screen, now showing the result of the string search.  
Browsing the result of the search:
The final result article list is displayed on the screen (Figure 5.)   This list is presented and
manipulated in the same way as the general index:  If the list is longer than one screen, the
reader may page up and page down the list.  An article may be selected to see its short
definition and then the entire article may be seen.  During a Hyperties session, the article list
from the last search is retained so the reader may search for a string, go see an article from the
list, and then return to the search facility to immediately see the list again.  The search result list
marks the articles that have already been visited by an asterisk and the default cursor position is
on the first article not seen. 
When the reader wishes to see the article, the first page of the article in which the search
string appears is displayed.  For two-word boolean queries (i.e., string formats (3) and (4)),
the page displayed is the first page containing either word.  Also, all occurrences of the search
string(s) in the article are highlighted (e.g. in boldface).  Users can customize the highlight
style used. When a searched string is also a link, the string is highlighted as a link on the
screen.  Because the amount of text on a page is small there are generally only a few links per
page and all highlighted words can be scanned rapidly.  
Discussion
Advantage of the list of articles:
A typical design of the string-search interface (for example in Hypercard) is the direct jump
to the first node containing an occurrence of the string as soon as it is found.  From there the
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user can jump to the next occurrence, and so on.   The hypertext system doesn’t provide any
estimate of the number of hits or how long it will take to scan the nodes.  Previously read
nodes will also redisplayed systematically.
In the Hyperties string search, we chose to provide the full search result list of article titles.
This gives users a feeling of the screening efficacy of their string search and of the effort
involved to read through all the articles.  For example: if a search returns 200 articles, the user
may prefer to narrow the search instead of reading the articles.   Of course it would be
preferable to prompt users of the quickly growing number of hits to let them take action before
the end of a long search.
Another benefit of the list comes from the fact that each article has a meaningful title and not
just a code number. Therefore it is possible to ignore irrelevant articles.  For example: while
making a search on the space shuttle using "space" and "shuttle", users may decide not to look
at the article "How to go to National airport".  Hyperties also provides a short description for
each article, which gives to users another chance to avoid irrelevant articles.
Consistency:
An effort has been made to keep a similar user interface for all the list manipulation
situations.  The general index of articles and the search result list, as well as the history list (see
Section 1 - "Browser", are manipulated similarly enough to reduce the user's learning effort.
On the other hand, specific additions have been made to speed-up the screening of the string
search result list: the searched string is located in the article, and automatic movement of the
default cursor position in the list (in the keyboard version) allows rapid looping over all the
articles selected by the search.
Different orderings of the search result list:
Currently the search result list of articles is displayed in alphabetical order to preserve
consistency with the way the index lists articles.  An alternative would be to present articles
ordered by number of occurrences of the string in the article.  In this strategy each article title is
then followed by the number of occurrences of the string. Unfortunately this strategy slows
down the speed of the search because the necessary checking of the whole article (instead of a
simple reading until the first occurrence).  We did not implement this ordering on the PC to
keep the speed up.
Another strategy would consist of specifying in which part of the article the first occurrence
of the string has been found.  In the case of Hyperties, the string can be found in the title, the
definition, or the content of the article itself. The articles whose titles contain the string are
possibly more relevant.  We plan to try this strategy.
Highlighting:
When consulting an article selected by the string search, it is convenient to see where the
string was found in order to check if the article is relevant.  Having the exact location of the
string in the page reduces the discomfort of landing in the middle of a text ("Where should I
start reading?").  In the current version, we used a special highlighting for the string
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(boldface). This solution is convenient as long as the text itself doesn't contain any similar
highlighting. Since supplementary screen markings might cause clutter, a temporary flashing of
the string or of a bracket marking the area could attract attention.  Although flashing is usually
not pleasant,  it's brief use easily attracts the reader's attention without cluttering the screen.
This would allow temporary highlighting of a string as being found and then it would be
visible as a link.
Experience with users
In a pilot study for his dissertation study, Liebscher (21) had five undergraduate participants
search for the answers to a number of questions in the Hyperties database Hypertext Hands
On!  Participants had for distinct access methods:
- Alphabetical Index (article titles, names, and subject terms),
- Subject index (Hierarchically arranged),
- String Search,
- Browsing the hypertext network.
All participants reported liking the string search facility, particularly when they knew little or
nothing about the topic being searched.  When given a choice of access methods, most
participants selected string search as their first choice of access method.  All participants
believed that the 2 word limit for string searching imposed by the Hyperties system was
adequate for the small specialized database they searched.  However two participants
commented that for searching a large or multidisciplinary database, the two word limitation
could be inadequate.  All participants thought the highlight feature was very useful and used it
consistently. A complete experiment is currently underway.
4- Suggestions for further research
As a result of using the string search facility, several possible modifications and additions
have surfaced.  The difficulty lies in designing a user-interface that smoothly integrates
additional functions without adding too much complexity for the user.
Operations on search result lists:
A user may want to retain or print the search result lists for future review.  N  search
result lists could be created through the application of set operations, such as intersection and
union.  Additional operations might include:
- deleting articles the reader rejected
- re-ordering of the list by the reader
- saving and restoring the search results to and from a library.     
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Relevance weighting and ranked output: 
The relevance of the retrieved documents to the user's query can be assessed using query-
to-document similarity functions, e.g. the cosine function., and the documents can be
presented to the user starting from the "most relevant first" (22) (7).
Restricted search domain and neighborhood searches:
Especially if the database is very large,  it will be helpful to reduce the search domain.  For
example a search might be limited to articles on a previous search result list,  or the articles
already visited or not visited.  The domain could also be articles within two (or any number)
reference links from a specified article.
String search within an article:
This facility would allow the user to jump to another location in the current article. An
initial implementation might allow a jump to the first occurrence of the search string either
forward or backward from the current location.  Of course the need for string search inside an
article grows as the size of the articles increase.    
String specification by pointing to the current text:
While reading an article, one might wish to point at a word or a string and ask for all the
other articles containing that same string.  Several issues still need to be resolved including
how would logical conditions like AND and OR be specified and should the reader be "moved"
automatically to the search screen.
Incorporation of string search in the authoring tool:
Currently, string search is limited to the browser.  However, a string search mechanism
could be useful when creating articles.  If the search was modified to allow search and string
replacement, the search facility could be very useful.  For example, a term not selectable could
be made selectable throughout all the articles.  
Speeding the search:
If there are too many initial hits, users might not desire to conduct the secondary search to
remove false positives.  This approach may be desirable if the user needs only an approximate
list of articles matching the search string.  It may also be possible to speed up the string search
by merging the signature files, sig.s and sig.p.  A single signature file would require fewer
accesses.  Finally, improved performance could be achieved by using the Bit-Sliced, or even
better the Frame-Sliced Signature Files,  as mentioned before.
Conclusions
Hypertext applications will grow rapidly because of their ease of use and the power they
offer for organizing and accessing information.  While the essence of hypertext is to follow
links, other strategies using tables of contents, indexes to node names, keyword indexes, and
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string search are useful complements.  While many systems have implemented a simple search
mechanism that only finds the next occurrence of a string, we felt that a more powerful but yet
simple facility would be beneficial.  Our string search produces a list of article titles that contain
the search string.  This initial implementation of signature files was successfully applied in
several widely distributed projects such as  ACM's Hypertext on Hypertext , Addison-
Wesley's Hypertext Hands-on! , and many projects inside corporations and Universities.
Search times are reasonable, but there is room for improvement to the search strategy and to the
file organization.  
There are many interesting problems in connection with hypertext search mechanisms.  We
plan to examine advanced features, such as neighborhood searches, similar node searches,
relevance weighting, and more powerful boolean and set operations.
Finally, although this article is about  string search in hypertext, the more commonly
known and used query language systems have a lot to gain from a hypertext front end that
would allow the user to browse directly from the result of a search without having to perform
complex queries every time.  For example, when a long query finally gives you the scientific
paper you sought, you should be able to follow the links to the others papers referred to by that
paper without having to use the query language again.
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